
REFORMS IN EXAMINATION SYSTEM  

 Those who have failed to score 40% in a given paper must write the 

supplementary examination. Supplementary examination for odd semester 

papers are conducted in October and supplementary examination for even 

semester papers are conducted in April.  Apart from this there will be a 

special supplementary examination for 1, 2,5 & 6th semester UG papers and 

3 & 4th  semester PG papers. 

 Practical examination was conducted for 15 marks and the practical 

continuous assessment was for 35marks. This practice was changed to 25+25  

 The 5 marks given for attendance was removed and proposed to reintroduce 

from 2014-15. 

 The rule that a candidate must clear minimum 50% of the papers to go to the 

next semester is removed. But a student can go to the third year only after 

completing all papers of 1 & 2 semester. 

 During the study holidays, all question papers are scrutinised by the BOE 

from 2012 onwards. 

 Bar coding the answer script has  been incorporated .  

 Teachers will affix barcodes for marks in the answer script. This will avoid 

errors in mark entry. 

 Photograph of the candidates and hologram are affixed in the marks card.  

 The Foundation courses marks are incorporated in the marks card. A student 

failing in the foundation courses also will be declared ‘failed’ in the semester. 

 A detailed malpractice rules were drafted and passed in the academic council. 

 The Test and Semester examination time table are posted in the college 

website. The seating arrangement also is posted in the college website. 

 A state of art software was purchased for the examination and attendance. 

 From 2014 onwards the certificate verification will be done online. 

 All semester examination question papers will bear the college logo  

 The  new controller of Examinations office was constructed and in 2014 a new 

room was attached to it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


